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1 Introduction

Recent theoretical developments in trade theory and the availability of �rms

level data has generated an intense research agenda on the exporting behav-

ior of �rms.1 Even a cursory glance at the data reveals that not all �rms

are engaged in international trade. This diversi�ed reality about the export

performance of �rms has found a theoretical collocation in general equilib-

rium models in a recent literature initiated by Bernard, Eaton, Jensen, and

Kortum (2003) and Melitz (2003) and whose principal characteristic is that

�rms di¤er in productivity. In Melitz�work, the presence of a �x export

cost generates endogenously a partition of producing �rms into exporting

and non-exporting �rms where only the most productive �rms �nd it prof-

itable to export. His model has opened the way to a rich and fast-growing

literature which features �rms heterogeneity. One such development is pro-

posed by Bernard, Redding, and Schott (2007) who have build a model that

integrates the Heckscher-Ohlin model of comparative advantage with Melitz

heterogenous �rms model. An implication of their model is that, under some

conditions, the probability of exporting is higher in the industry of compara-

tive advantage. Another strand of literature has highlighted the role of net-

working connections in reducing the e¤ect of informational barriers, thereby

1For an extensive survey of the empirical work, see Wagner (2007).
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enhancing �rms�export performance; see, e.g., Rauch (2001), Casella and

Rauch (2002).

Overall, the theoretical literature recalled above predicts that the proba-

bility of exporting is in�uenced by productivity, comparative advantage, and

networking. In the present paper we subject these three predictions to em-

pirical veri�cation using �rm-level data from a survey compiled by the World

Bank and covering a large group of developing countries and several sectors.

Very few studies undertake an assessment of �rms export performance using

�rm-level data from many countries and sectors.2

We contribute to the literature in three ways. Our principal contribution

is to o¤er a novel way of testing empirically the relevance of the Heckscher-

Ohlin model. Existing veri�cations of this model are based on the factor

content of trade approach, or use the discriminating criteria o¤ered by the

home market e¤ect, or leverage on the prediction on the production pattern.3

Yet, even the most recent and innovative works have not directly related

the probability of exporting to the presence of comparative advantage. A

hint that the comparative advantage in�uences the probability of exporting

appears in a descriptive statistics based on U.S. data provided by Bernard,

2For a recent example, see Barba Navaretti et al. (2010).
3See for instance Leamer (1980), Tre�er (1993, 1995), and Davis and Weinstein (2001)

for the �rst approach; Davis and Weinstein (2003), Head and Ries (2001) and Hanson and
Xiang (2004) for the second approach; and Romalis (2004) for the third.
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Jensen, Redding, and Schott (2007, Table2). They show that in industries

where the U.S. is likely to have a comparative advantage the percentage of

�rms who export is higher than in other industries. We provide a systematic

investigation on this relationship. We indeed �nd a positive relation between

comparative advantage and export performance of �rms.

Another striking result of our empirical analysis is the importance of

networks for �rms export performance. The role of networks in facilitating

international trade has been discussed extensively. Anecdotal evidence, the-

oretical models and empirical evidence can be found in the works of Rodrick

(2000), Rauch (2001), Casella and Rauch (2002), Rauch and Trindade (2002),

Wagner, Head, and Ries (2002), Rauch and Casella (2003), Combes, Lafour-

cade and Mayer (2005), and in the context of development in Hausmann et

al. (2007) and Hidalgo et al. (2007). Networks and connections reduce the

disadvantage presented by informational barriers, and hence reduce the cost

of economic transactions. In line with this literature, we �nd that �rms are

more likely to export if they bene�t from positive spillover from foreign net-

works (�nancial linkages, joint ventures, foreign ownership), communication

networks (E-mail, web site), and domestic networks (chamber of commerce,

regulation). Firms bear instead a lower probability of exporting if they are

a¤ected by state or labor networks (public control and unionization).

Finally, our results also con�rm that the probability of exporting is in-

5
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creasing with productivity, a fact that is by now well documented in many

studies which often employ �rm sales as a proxy for productivity. Evidence

in this sense is found inter alia in Aitken, Hanson and Harrison (1997),

Roberts and Tybout (1997), and Bernard and Jensen (1999, 2004). A dif-

ferent, though related, strand of literature has veri�ed the empirical valid-

ity of Melitz (2003) model and its implications; e.g. Hanson and Xiang

(2008), Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein (2008), Eaton, Kortum, and Kra-

marz (2008), Chaney (2008), and Crozet and Koenig (2010). In all these

works, �rms productivity is a key element in determining the outcome (trade

�ows, intensive and extensive margin, etc.), but none of them searches for a

complementary explanation based on inter-sectoral di¤erences in the proba-

bility of exporting due to comparative advantage. We do that by looking at

the e¤ect of comparative advantage on the probability of exporting.

The paper uses a novel �rm-level dataset with originally constructed mea-

sures of comparative advantage from �rm data for capital and labor, for 32

countries and 24 sectors. A �rm is expected to bene�t from comparative ad-

vantage if it belongs to capital (respectively labor) intensive sectors in capital

(respectively labor) abundant countries.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 lays out the model,

Section 3 focuses on the key theoretical prediction concerning the probability

of exporting, Section 4 discusses the empirical implementation, Section 5

6
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shows the results and Section 6 concludes.

2 The Model.

For convenience of the reader we recall brie�y the model structure used in

Bernard, Redding and Schott (2007) and then highlight the results of interest

for our empirical veri�cation. The model merges a two-by-two Heckscher-

Ohlin structure with monopolistic competition and heterogenous �rms. The

world economy is composed by two countries, indexed by c = fH;Fg, and

produces two di¤erentiated goods, indexed by i = fY; Zg. There are two

primary factors, skilled and unskilled labour, indexed by j = fK;Lg. Each

country is endowed with a fraction scj of world�s endowments, K;L.

2.1 Preferences and Technology.

The representative consumer�s utility function is assumed to be Cobb-Douglas

in the CES aggregates of all varieties of each good produced: U = (CY )
1 (CZ)

2,

with i 2 (0; 1), and Y + Z = 1. Each argument Ci is a CES consumption

index for industry i de�ned over consumption of each variety ci (�) in the set

of all varieties of the same industry, �i, and with elasticity of substitution

between any two varieties equal to �. The price index P ci associated with the

CES sub-utility is P ci =
hR
�2�i [p

c
i (�)]

1�� d�
i 1
1��
where pci (�) is the price paid

7
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in c for the variety � of good i.

Production requires �xed and variable inputs each period and it is as-

sumed that the cost function takes the Cobb-Douglas form

TCci =

�
Fi +

qi
�

�
(wcL)

�i (wcK)
1��i ; �i 2 (0; 1) ; �1 + �2 = 1 (1)

where qi is �rm�s output, �i is cost share of L in industry i; the constant

Fi > 0 is an index of �xed cost and wcL and w
c
K are the price of L and

K, respectively. The productivity parameter � is drawn from a probability

distribution g (�) de�ned over the interval (0;1). Later we shall specify the

probability distribution but we need not doing it until section 3. For clarity

of exposition, throughout the paper we assume that H is K � abundant and

that Y is K � intensive, i.e., sHK > sHL and �Y < �Z .

Trade cost have a �xed component that requires a �x input of factors in

the same proportions as in production. The �x export cost are Fix (wcL)
�i (wcK)

1��i

where Fix is a positive constant. In addition to the �x export cost there is an

iceberg-type variable cost by which for a unit of a good shipped only a frac-

tion � i 2 (0; 1) arrives at destination. Clearly, the presence of �x export cost

makes that only the most productive �rms will �nd it pro�table to export.4

4It may be noted that �x production and �x export cost are assumed to be homogenous
across �rms re�ecting the idea that �x cost are unlikely to vary with �rms productivity.
This is an innocuous assumption that may be removed without any qualitative change to
the results. Fix factors inputs are imputed in the same proportions as variable inputs thus

8
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2.2 Prices, revenues, and pro�ts.

Utility maximization and aggregation over individual gives total demand

for any variety. Since the demand for a variety is the revenue of the �rm

producing that variety we shall use the letter r to refer to either of them.

Demand for a variety emanates from domestic and (if the �rm exports)

from foreign residents. Let pcid (�) and p
c
ix (�) represent the price charged

by a �rm in c with productivity � to domestic and foreign residents, re-

spectively. Firm�s revenue in the domestic market (demand emanating from

domestic residents) is rcid (�) = (pcid)
1�� (P ci )

��1 iR
c where Rc is national

income in c equal to aggregate �rms revenue. Revenue on the foreign mar-

ket (demand emanating from foreign residents) for an exporting �rm in

H is rHix (�) =
�
pHix
�1�� �

P Fi
���1

iR
F and for an exporting �rm in F is

rFix (�) =
�
pFix
�1�� �

PHi
���1

iR
H . Given these demand functions the pro�t-

maximizing price in the domestic market is pcid (�) =
�
��1

1
�
(wcL)

�i (wcS)
1��i

and in the foreign market is pcix (�) =
1
� i
pcid (�). Foreign sales relative to

domestic sales for an exporting �rm in H are

rHix (�)

rHid (�)
=
���1

�
P Fi
���1

RF

(PHi )
��1

RH
: (2)

guaranteeing homothetic technology. This assumption is made for analytic convenience
and may be removed at the cost of generating the same kind of complication that arise in
the traditional Heckscher-Ohlin model when the assumption of homothetic technology is
abandoned.
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An analogous expression applies to an exporting �rm in F after switching

country superscripts appropriately. Total �rm�s revenue, rci (�), is equal to

rcid (�) if the �rm does not exports and is equal to rcid (�) + r
c
ix (�) if the �rm

exports.

It is useful to note at this point that the revenue of a �rm relative to

that of any other �rm in the same market depends solely on productivity. To

see this consider two �rms with productivity draws �0 and �00, respectively.

Then, computing the ratio of revenues in the same market we obtain

rcid (�
0)

rcid (�
00)
=

�
�0

�00

���1
=
rcix (�

0)

rcix (�
00)

(3)

where, obviously, the second equality applies only to a pair of exporting �rms.

This relationship will become useful below.

Firm�s pro�t on the domestic market and, for exporting �rms only, on

the foreign market are, respectively,

�cid (�) =
rcid (�)

�
� Fi (wcL)

�i (wcK)
1��i (4)

�cix (�) =
rcix (�)

�
� Fix (wcL)

�i (wcK)
1��i (5)

where, for convenience, �xed production cost have been apportioned entirely

to domestic pro�t and �xed exporting cost have been apportioned entirely

10
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to foreign pro�t.

2.3 Equilibrium and Aggregation.

In addition to utility and pro�t maximization there are seven equilibrium

conditions: (I) successful entry, (II) successful exporting, (III) relationship

between foreign and domestic sales, (IV) free entry, (V) stationarity, (VI)

goods market equilibrium, (VII) factors market equilibrium.

(I) Successful entry. A �rm will produce if �cid (�) � 0 and not pro-

duce otherwise. This condition de�nes the zero-pro�t productivity cut

o¤, ��ci , as the least value of � such that pro�t is non negative. By de�nition,

��ci satis�es �
c
id (�

�c
i ) = 0. Using (4) we can write the cut o¤ conditions as:

rcid (�
�c
i ) = �Fi (w

c
L)
�i (wcK)

1��i (6)

(II) Successful exporting. A �rm will export if �cix (�) � 0 and not

export otherwise. This condition de�nes the zero-exporting-pro�t pro-

ductivity cut o¤, ��cix, as the least value of � such that foreign pro�t is non

negative. By de�nition, ��cix satis�es �ix (�
�c
ix) = 0.
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Using (5) we can write the cut o¤ conditions as:

rcix (�
�c
ix) = �Fix (w

c
L)
�i (wcK)

1��i (7)

(III) Relationship between foreign and domestic sales. Applying

equation (3) to any �rm relative to the cut o¤ �rm and using (6)-(7) allows

writing the revenue of any �rm as follows:

rcid (�) =

�
�

��ci

���1
�Fi (w

c
L)
�i (wcK)

1��i (8)

rcix (�) =

�
�

��cix

���1
�Fix (w

c
L)
�i (wcK)

1��i (9)

Combining these two expressions with expression (2) gives an equilibrium

relationship which allows relating the cut o¤ values as follows:

��cix = �
c
i�
�c
i (10)

where

�Hi � 1

� i

�
PHi
P Fi

��
RH

RF
Fix
Fi

� 1
��1

(11)

�Fi � 1

� i

�
P Fi
PHi

��
RF

RH
Fix
Fi

� 1
��1

(12)
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Aggregation. It is useful at this point to de�ne the average productiv-

ity for all �rms and exporting �rms, respectively. The former depends on the

zero-pro�t productivity cut o¤ and the latter depends on the zero-exporting-

pro�t productivity cut o¤. They are, respectively:

e��ci = h 1
1�G(��ci )

R1
��ci
���1g (�) d�

i 1
��1

and e��cix = h 1
1�G(��cix)

R1
��cix
���1g (�) d�

i 1
��1
.

We can now write the average (or expected) value of revenues and prof-

its in terms of average productivity. Computing average domestic sales, rcid

and average foreign sales, rcix, from expressions (8)-(9) we obtain rcid (�
�c
i ) =

1
1�G(��ci )

R1
��ci
rcid (�) g (�) d� = r

�e��ci � and, analogously, rcix (�
�c
ix) = r

�e��cix�
which means that the average domestic or foreign revenue is equal to the

revenue of the �rm with � equal to e��ci or e��cix, respectively. Likewise, com-
puting average (or expected) pro�t we obtain �cid (�

�c
i ) = �cid

�e��ci � and
�cix (�

�c
ix) = �cix

�e��cix�. Finally, average prices are pcid (��ci ) = pcid

�e��ci � and
pcix (�

�c
i ) = p

c
ix

�e��ci �.
(IV) Free entry. Potential entrants arbitrage between the cost and

the expected bene�t of entry. Entry cost is paid in terms of inputs of both

factors and is equal to Fei (wcL)
�i (wcK)

1��i. After entry, �rms face a constant

and exogenous probability of death � due to exogenous and unforeseeable

events. The value of the �rm is either equal to 0 (if the �rm draw is � < ��ci )

or equal �ci=� (if the �rm draw is � > �
�c
i ) which is the total pro�t discounted

13
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by the probability of death. Total pro�t, �ci , is equal to �
c
id if the �rm does

not export (��cix > � > ��ci ) and is equal to �
c
id + �

c
ix if the �rm exports

(� > ��cix). The value of a �rm therefore is known only after having drawn �

but its expected value is known ex-ante and depends on the zero-pro�t and

zero-exporting-pro�t productivity cut o¤. Let �ci represent the the ex-ante

probability of exporting conditional to successful entry,

�ci =
1�G (��cix)
1�G (��ci )

(13)

where the numerator is the probability of exporting and the denominator is

the probability of successful entry. Then the value of entry, V ci , is given by

the stream of expected pro�ts conditional to successful entry discounted by

the probability of death: i.e., V ci =
1
�
[1�G (��ci )] [�cid (��ci ) + �ci�ix (��cix)]

The presence of an in�nity of potential entrants erodes any possible di-

vergence between the value of entry and the entry cost. Therefore, the free

entry condition requires:

V ci = Fei (w
c
L)
�i (wcK)

1��i (14)

(V) Stationarity. In a stationary equilibrium the mass of potential en-

trants,M c
ei, must be such that the mass of successful entrants, [1�G (��i )]M c

ei,

14
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equal the mass of incumbent �rms who die, �M c
i ; that is: [1�G (��ci )]M c

ei =

�M c
i :

(VI) Goods market equilibrium. Equilibrium in goods markets re-

quires that the average value of output in any industry and country equal

the average expenditure on that country�s industry output. Using equations

(3) and (6)-(7) and aggregating we obtain the value of average output: rcid =�e��ci
��ci

���1
�Fi (w

c
L)
�i (wcK)

1��i, and rcix =
�e��cix
��cix

���1
�Fxi (w

c
L)
�i (wcK)

1��i. Com-

puting the value of average demand from demand functions and equating it

to average value of output we obtain the equilibrium in goods market:

rHi =

�
pHid
PH

�1��
iR

H + �Hi �
��1

�
pHid
P F

�1��
iR

F (15)

rFi =

�
pFid
P F

�1��
iR

F + �Fi �
��1

�
pFid
PH

�1��
iR

H . (16)

(VII) Factors market equilibrium. Equilibrium in factors market

requires factors demand for production and entry to equal the constant sup-

ply of every factor in every country:

X
i

�
Lcip + L

c
ie

�
= scLL (17)X

i

�
Scip + S

c
ie

�
= sckK; (18)
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where the second subscripts p and e borne by factors demand refer to pro-

duction and entry, respectively.

Counting equations and endogenous. After appropriate substitu-

tions of the related expressions the system counts �fteen equations which to-

gether with one normalization determine sixteen endogenous variables. The

equations are the four relationships between foreign and domestic sales in

(10), the four free entry conditions (14), the four factors market clearing

conditions (17)-(18), and any three out of the four goods market equilibrium

conditions (15)-(16). The endogenous are the four factor prices fwcS; wcLg,

the four zero-pro�t productivity cut o¤ f��ci g, the four zero-foreign-pro�t

productivity cut o¤ f��cixg, and the four masses fM c
i g.

3 Theoretical results.

To show the relationship between the comparative advantage and the proba-

bility of exporting we begin by noting that in autarky and in costly trade the

relative price index for the K� intensive good is lower in the K� abundant

country:

PHY
PHZ

<
P FY
P FZ

or, equivalently,
PHY
P FY

<
PHZ
P FZ

(19)
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This inequality rests on the positive relationship between the relative price

and relative scarcity of a factor whenever trade is not completely free. From

this inequality and using equation (11)-(12) we see that, absent any cross-

industry di¤erence in �xed costs and trade costs, we have �HY < �HZ and

�FZ < �
F
Y . From these inequalities, using (10), we obtain that the zero-pro�t

and zero-exporting-pro�t productivity cut o¤ are closer to each other in the

industry of comparative advantage:5

��HY x
��HY

<
��HZx
��HZ

and
��FZx
��FZ

<
��FY x
��FY

: (20)

We now specify the probability distribution by assuming that it is Pareto with

cumulative distribution G (x) = 1 �
�
�m
�

�k
; with shape parameter k, with

� > �m > 0 where �m is an arbitrary minimum level of productivity whose

value plays no role in the results that follow.6 Using the Pareto distribution

in (13), the ex ante probability of exporting is �ci =
�
'�Ci
'�Cix

�k
, from which,

5The inequalities concerning �ci as well as inequalities (20) are proven in Bernard,
Redding and Schott (2007) where inequalities (20) appear in Proposition 4, sub b), page
45.

6The Pareto distribution is often used in the theoretical literature; see, for instance,
Bernard, Eaton, Jensen, and Kortum (2003); Melitz and Ottaviano (2008); Eaton et al.
(2008), and Chaney (2010). The Pareto distribution also seems to �nd empirical support.
A very early evidence on this matter is Simon and Bonini (1958) who �rst noted that
the Pareto distribution replicates well the distribution of �rm size. More recent evidence
include Axtell (2001), Luttmer (2007), Helpman, Melitz and Yeaple (2004), Del Gatto,
Mion and Ottaviano (2006), while Combes, Duranton, Gobillon, Puga and Roux (2009)
�nd no supporting evidence.
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using using (20) into (13), we obtain the following inequality:

�HY > �
H
Z , and �FZ > �

F
Y . (21)

which means that:

Ceteris paribus, the ex-ante probability of exporting is larger in the indus-

try of comparative advantage7.

As discussed above, a �rm exports if foreign pro�ts are non-negative and

does not export otherwise. But foreign pro�ts (like foreign revenues, total

revenues and total pro�ts) are increasing in productivity. Therefore:

The probability of exporting is increasing with �rm productivity.

In the model, the e¤ect of networks on the probability of export may be

thought as a¤ecting the �x exporting cost, Fx, whereby �rms with better

links to international exports have lower Fx. Then, by virtue of equation (7)

we have that:

7The ceteris paribus condition refers to asymmetries in �x cost or variable trade cost.
Inequalities (21) may not hold when there are cross-industry di¤erences in �xed costs and
trade costs. However, the degrees of freedom given by the four parameters involved in
cross-industry di¤erences (trade costs, �xed entry, �xed production, and �xed exporting
costs) assures that inequalities (21) may hold even in the presence of large di¤erences in
any cross�industry pair of these parameters.
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A �rm with better networking connections would have a higher probability

of exporting.

These three results related to the e¤ect of productivity, comparative ad-

vantage, and networking on the probability of exporting can be summarized

in the following relationships to be tested empirically:

Prob. of Exp. = f(comparative advantage, productivity, networking connection).

(22)

The relationship between productivity, network connections, and the prob-

ability of exporting is straightforward. Let us o¤er additional intuition on

the economic mechanism that links comparative advantage to the probability

of exporting. In costly trade the Heckscher-Ohlin specialization mechanism

assures that the mass of �rms in the industry of comparative advantage rel-

ative to the industry of comparative disadvantage increases. This, causes

market crowding in the industry of comparative advantage in both countries

while the opposite occurs in the industry of comparative disadvantage. As a

consequence, in the comparative advantage industry in each country foreign

sales (and foreign pro�t) relative to domestic sale (and pro�t) are higher than

in the comparative disadvantage industry; this is indeed re�ected in equa-
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tions (11)-(12) after using (19). This makes that probability of exporting is

higher in the industry of comparative advantage.

4 Empirical Implementation.

In this section we describe the data and the way variables are constructed.

4.1 Data description.

We use the Enterprise Survey �rm-level dataset which is based on a survey

organized by the World Bank.

We derive an export dummy (=1 if the �rm exports, and 0 otherwise)

from the information on whether the �rm exports. Tables 1 and 2 present

the percentage of �rms that export, by country and by industry respectively.

Note that about 30 percent of �rms in our sample are exporters but the

percentage is only 8 percent for smaller �rms, is about 25 percent for medium

size �rms and is 51 percent for larger �rms.

[TABLE 1 AND 2 HERE]

In order to construct original measures of �rms�capital labor ratios, we

use capital in local currency from the sum of the net book value of "Machinery

and Equipment (including Transport)" and the one of "Land, Building and

Leasehold Improvements", while employment is measured from the "Average
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Number of Permanent Workers". We convert sales and capital in dollar

terms (via bilateral exchange rates from International Financial Statistics

from IMF) for comparability; as we use also country �xed e¤ects in the

regressions, such normalizations have no bearing on the results. Figures 1

and 2 present the histograms of the newly constructed capital labor ratios

by country and by industry.

[FIGURE 1 AND 2 HERE]

As indicators of �rms�size we employ both sales in local currency from

"Total Sales" and employment. We carefully check the data for extreme

values (dropping few �rms whose employment or sales would be reported

as larger than national aggregate indicators available in standard macroeco-

nomic databases such as World Bank or IFS), consistency checks (dropping

�rms where reported categories of employment would not add up to total

reported �rm employment, or reported categories of capital would not add

up to total reported �rm capital), and for outliers (observations deviating

from the country-industry mean by more than three standard deviations, in

log terms). After data cleanup, our data set encompasses about 8,000 �rms

in 24 industries and 32 countries.8

8The industries in our sample are: Textiles; Leather; Garments; Agroindustry; Food;
Beverages; Metals and machinery; Electronics; Chemicals and pharmaceuticals; Construc-
tion; Wood and furniture; Non-metallic and plastic materials; Paper; Sport goods; IT ser-
vices; Other manufacturing; Accounting and �nance; Advertising and marketing; Other
services; Retail and wholesale trade; Transport; Mining and quarrying; Auto and auto
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As indicators of networks, we use several measures related to �rms�con-

nections via foreign, domestic, communication, state, or unionization net-

works. See the Appendix table, for descriptive statistics on all variables.

4.2 Empirical speci�cation.

The empirical methodology adopts the following probit regression

	cij = & i + &c + �Xcij + �cij (23)

of the export dummy 	cij for �rm j in industry i of country c. The

dependent variable is regressed on various determinants Xcij : sales, employ-

ment, comparative advantage, and variables related to �rms�connections to

networks. Regressions include country and industry �xed e¤ects and are

estimated with robust or clustered standard errors.

Our measures of productivity and comparative advantage are generated

as follows. Coherently with the theoretical model we use sales and employ-

ment as a proxy for productivity in our regressions.9 We also use sales,

components; Other transport equipment. The countries in the sample (with the respec-
tive year of survey) are: Algeria 2002; Bangladesh 2002; Chile 2004; China 2003; Ecuador
2003; Egypt 2004; El Salvador 2003; Ethiopia 2002; Guatemala 2003; Honduras 2003; In-
dia 2000; Kosovo 2003; Kyrgyzstan 2003; Lithuania 2004; Madagascar 2005; Malawi 2005;
Mauritius 2005; Morocco 2004; Nicaragua 2003; Pakistan 2002; Philippines 2003; Poland
2003; Serbia 2003; South Africa 2003; Sri Lanka 2004; Tajikistan 2003; Tanzania 2003;
Thailand 2004; Turkey 2005; Uzbekistan 2003; Vietnam 2005; Zambia 2002.

9Sales are often used to proxy productivity, see, e.g., Helpman et al. (2004) and Eaton
et al. (2008).
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employment, and the capital/labor ratio jointly in the regression, which is

somewhat equivalent to entering another proxy for total factor productivity

at the �rm level (i.e., the value that would result from regressing sales on

employment and capital controlling for country and industry dummies).

In the model, the comparative advantage of a country is determined as

in the traditional Heckscher-Ohlin setup. Coherently with the model, we

de�ne comparative advantage on the basis of the capital and labor indicators.

Capital (labor) intensive industries are de�ned as those where the capital

labor ratio of the median �rm in the industry is larger (lower) than the capital

labor ratio for the median �rm in the country. Capital (labor) abundant

countries are de�ned as those where capital labor ratio of the median �rm

in the country is larger (lower) than the capital labor ratio for the median

�rm in the data set.10 The comparative advantage dummy variable takes the

value of 1 if a �rm either belongs to the capital intensive industry of a capital

abundant or to a labor intensive industry of a labor abundant country and

takes the value of 0 otherwise.

10This is coherent with the theoretical de�nition. In a two-country world the inequality
sHK > sHL implies that country H is absolutely K � abundant; i.e., KH=LH > KF =LF .
In a multi-country world the inequality scK > scL correspond to Leamer (1980) de�nition
of relative abundance which implies that Kc=Lc > K=L. The capital labor ratio of the
median �rm corresponds to Kc=Lc and the capital labor ratio of the dataset corresponds
to K=L.
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5 Empirical results.

We �rst explore, in Table 3, the e¤ect of the most innovative measure of our

paper (the proxy for comparative advantage) on the probability of export-

ing, controlling for proxies of productivity as well as country and industry

�xed e¤ects. In order to o¤er a standard benchmark, the �rst two columns

of Table 3 show univariate probit regressions of the export dummy on pro-

ductivity (proxied by sales or employment).11 Both proxies have a positive

and signi�cant e¤ect which con�rms a result already well established in the

literature.

The third column of Table 3 shows the impact of the comparative ad-

vantage dummy. The impact is positive and signi�cant as predicted by the

model. Column four and �ve show that both the e¤ects of productivity and

that of comparative advantage remain positive and signi�cant when entered

jointly. Column six shows that the same qualitative result arises when both

proxies for productivity are present in addition to the comparative advan-

tage. The di¤erence with columns 4 and 5 is that coe¢ cients for both proxies

of productivity decline when both variables are present, which is not surpris-

ing as they are positively correlated with each other. Column 7 enters the

11The coe¢ cients in the tables with probit regressions represent marginal e¤ect, i.e.
the change in the probability for an in�nitesimal change in each independent, continuous
variable.
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capital labor ratio in the regression and shows that our results are robust

to such an inclusion. There are two reasons for being interested in entering

the capital labor ratio in the regression. First, it is the variable underlying

the construction of our measure of comparative advantage, so adding it to

the regression addresses possible suspicion that this measure may simply be

capturing the e¤ect of the capital labor ratio. The result con�rm that this

is not the case, which is not surprising, given that the measure of compar-

ative advantage is a highly nonlinear transformation of the ratio. Second,

using capital labor ratio at the same time as sales and labor as regressors

is equivalent to controlling for another proxy of productivity, i.e., the proxy

that would result from regressing sales on capital and labor controlling for

country and industry �xed e¤ects: notably, the coe¢ cient for comparative

advantage is una¤ected either in size or signi�cance.

TABLE 3 HERE.

As our indicator of comparative advantage would be the same for all �rms

in a country-industry, we cannot include country-industry dummies, but we

include country and industry dummies. Moreover, we check whether results

change when clustering the errors at the country-industry level. The results

presented in Table 4 show that the estimated value and signi�cance of all

coe¢ cients remains are remarkably stable.12

12Results are also robust to dropping country and �xed e¤ects.
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TABLE 4 HERE.

Tables 5 and 6 show the importance of factors related to various forms of

�rms�connections to networks as well as the robustness of the results related

to comparative advantage. Firms� foreign connections (Foreign �nancing,

Foreign joint venture, and Foreign participation) are all positively related

to the probability of exporting. Firms are also more likely to export if they

have more advanced communication technologies (Firm uses E-mail and Firm

has a web site), or stronger domestic connections, indicated for example by

being part of chamber of commerce (Firm part of Chamber of Commerce)

or by the time inputted into administrative matters (Time spent with gov�t

regulations). Conversely, �rms under public control (State participation) or

where the labor force is highly unionized (Unionization) tend to export less.

Lastly, younger �rms tend to be associated with a higher export probability.13

This is at odd with the literature on advanced economies (see for example

Barba Navaretti et al., 2010), where more established �rms are more likely to

export, and may re�ect the more vibrant nature of the developing countries

in our sample. When all variables enter the regression simultaneously (last

column), they remain highly signi�cant, with the exception of unionization,

even if the sample size drops a lot.

13Given the presence of �xed e¤ects, the variable related to the age of the �rm is
automatically equivalent to years since creation, despite the (slight) di¤erence in years of
the survey across countries
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The results are highly robust. In Table 6 we see that the clustering of error

terms leaves results unchanged. In particular, the �rst three rows of Tables

5 and 6 show that size and comparative advantage remain signi�cant as

determinant of the export probability when additional variables are included

in the regressions.

TABLES 5 and 6 HERE.

6 Conclusions.

What determines the export performance of �rms? Recent developments in

the vein of Melitz (2003) and implications that may be derived from Bernard

Redding Schott (2007) point at productivity and comparative advantage as

two key determinants. A separate strand of literature over the past decade

has highlighted the importance of networking connections (e.g., Rauch, 2001,

and Casella and Rauch, 2002). The empirical literature has extensively doc-

umented the importance of productivity for the export performance of �rms.

Evidence of the role of comparative advantage has mainly been indirect (via

net factor content of trade, or the predictions of the home market e¤ect and

of productions patterns) and its e¤ect on the probability of exporting has

not been investigated. Evidence on the e¤ect of networks is very limited.

This paper makes use of a cross-country and multi-sector �rm level data to
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jointly con�rm these theories.

In particular, this paper constructs indicators of comparative advantage

on the basis of �rm level capital labor ratios: capital intensive �rms in capital

abundant countries or labor intensive �rms in labor abundant countries enjoy

a comparative advantage compared to their peers. This variable presents a

strong positive association with the export performance of �rms, even when

controlling for country and sector �xed e¤ects, as well for the role of �rm�

size and of other variables related to �rms connections.

Our results also con�rm the importance of networks. Firms are more

likely to export if they bene�t from foreign networks (foreign �nancing, joint

venture, foreign ownership), communication networks (E-mail, web site), and

domestic networks (chamber of commerce, regulation) while their export per-

formance su¤ers from the presence of state or labor networks. Younger �rms

are more likely to export.

The results presented above establish associations between export perfor-

mance and the regressors of interest: productivity, comparative advantage

and network variables. As such, they are not immune from endogeneity con-

cerns. For example, the results do not allow to distinguish whether a �rm

that has better communication networks �nds it easier to export and decides

to export, or whether a �rm that decides to export realizes it needs bet-

ter communication networks. Either way, the results indicate what �rms do
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when they exports. However, theory suggests that these associations should

re�ect causality or necessary conditions.

Looking forward, an ambitious research agenda would enlist merging this

dataset with other �rm level datasets encompassing more advanced countries

and similar sectors, so as to obtain a broader representation of countries,

which would favor a better assessment of the comparative advantage.
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SIZE 1 2 3 TOTAL
number employees    1‐24 25‐99 100+ ALL
Algeria2002 0% 0% 4% 1%
Bangladesh2002 7% 23% 36% 30%
Chile2004 10% 26% 53% 30%
China2003 4% 0% 6% 4%
Ecuador2003 10% 22% 40% 22%
Egypt2004 4% 20% 41% 17%
ElSalvador2003 5% 43% 70% 35%
Ethiopia2002 0% 19% 8% 8%
Guatemala2003 11% 35% 70% 31%
Honduras2003 6% 24% 69% 19%
India2000 47% 58% 67% 60%
Kosovo2003 0% 17% 0% 4%
Kyrgyzstan2003 7% 17% 25% 15%
Lithuania2004 11% 42% 68% 47%
Madagascar2005 0% 0% 75% 69%
Malawi2005 0% 35% 44% 36%
Mauritius2005 0% 33% 67% 40%
Morocco2004 21% 39% 71% 50%
Nicaragua2003 4% 27% 46% 12%
Pakistan2002 8% 10% 25% 10%
Philippines2003 6% 17% 60% 35%
Poland2003 6% 17% 45% 20%
Serbia2003 17% 14% 20% 17%
SouthAfrica2003 29% 38% 54% 46%
SriLanka2004 10% 23% 52% 38%
Tajikistan2003 0% 0% 0% 0%
Tanzania2003 26% 31% 46% 33%
Thailand2004 19% 40% 70% 61%
Turkey‐b2005 16% 39% 65% 47%
Uzbekistan2003 6% 0% 0% 2%
Vietnam2005 7% 20% 50% 35%
Zambia2002 21% 18% 51% 31%

ALL countries 8% 25% 51% 31%

Table 1
PERCENTAGE OF FIRMS THAT EXPORTS BY COUNTRY 
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SIZE 1 2 3 TOTAL
number employees    1‐24 25‐99 100+ ALL
Textiles 7% 22% 46% 30%
Leather 10% 57% 75% 46%
Garments 11% 39% 80% 55%
Agroindustry 23% 27% 56% 38%
Food 7% 24% 43% 26%
Beverages 6% 14% 11% 10%
Metals and machinery 7% 26% 47% 28%
Electronics 15% 16% 62% 43%
Chemicals and pharmaceutics 10% 20% 33% 22%
Construction 7% 7% 10% 8%
Wood and furniture 4% 26% 62% 26%
Non‐metallic and plastic materials 9% 21% 43% 24%
Paper 5% 10% 31% 18%
Sport goods 45% 100% 100% 63%
IT services 8% 11% 7% 9%
Other manufacturing 10% 24% 34% 26%
Accounting and finance 0% 0% 0% 0%
Advertising and marketing 0% 0% 0% 0%
Other services 0% 0% 0% 0%
Retail and wholesale trade 0% 100%          8%
Transport 0% 0%          0%
Mining and quarrying 50% 0% 83% 55%
Auto and auto components 17% 19% 21% 20%
Other transport equipment 40% 56% 63% 55%

ALL sectors 8% 25% 51% 31%

Table 2
PERCENTAGE OF FIRMS THAT EXPORTS BY INDUSTRY
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FIGURE 1 

CAPITAL / LABOR RATIO BY COUNTRY 
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FIGURE 2  
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Log of sales 0.088 0.087 0.045 0.040

(0.000)*** (0.000)*** (0.000)*** (0.000)***
Log of employment 0.130 0.130 0.080 0.087

(0.000)*** (0.000)*** (0.000)*** (0.000)***
Comparative advantage 0.088 0.085 0.093 0.089 0.089

(0.000)*** (0.000)*** (0.000)*** (0.000)*** (0.000)***
Log capital labor ratio 0.012

(0.016)**
Observations 7742 7822 7822 7742 7822 7742 7742
Pseudo R2: 0.254 0.260 0.165 0.258 0.265 0.275 0.276

Robust p values in parentheses.
Regressions include country and sector fixed effects
Coefficients reflect marginal effects

* significant at 10 percent; ** significant at 5 percent; *** significant at 1 percent.   

The effect of comparative advantage and productivity on the probability of export
Table 3

Dependent variable: probability of export

 

 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Log of sales 0.088 0.087 0.045 0.040

(0.000)*** (0.000)*** (0.000)*** (0.000)***
Log of employment 0.130 0.130 0.080 0.087

(0.000)*** (0.000)*** (0.000)*** (0.000)***
Comparative advantage 0.088 0.085 0.093 0.089 0.089

(0.003)*** (0.003)*** (0.000)*** (0.001)*** (0.001)***
Log capital labor ratio 0.012

(0.089)*
Observations 7742 7822 7822 7742 7822 7742 7742
Pseudo R2: 0.254 0.260 0.165 0.258 0.265 0.275 0.276

Robust p values in parentheses.
Regressions include country and sector fixed effects
Coefficients reflect marginal effects

Table 4

* significant at 10 percent; ** significant at 5 percent; *** significant at 1 percent.   

Dependent variable: probability of export
(errors clustered by country‐industry)

The effect of comparative advantage and productivity on the probability of export
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(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

(11)
(12)

Com
parative advantage

0.089
0.094

0.080
0.086

0.089
0.093

0.065
0.097

0.087
0.097

0.101
0.102

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

Log of sales
0.045

0.046
0.038

0.040
0.035

0.041
0.048

0.048
0.045

0.046
0.053

0.052

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

Log of em
ploym

ent
0.080

0.083
0.111

0.079
0.073

0.078
0.061

0.083
0.087

0.095
0.082

0.068

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

Foreign financing
0.003

0.003

(0.000)***
(0.026)**

Foreign joint venture
0.133

0.131

(0.000)***
(0.002)***

Foreign participation
0.002

0.002

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

Firm
 uses em

ail
0.201

0.134

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

Firm
 has w

ebsite
0.131

0.073

(0.000)***
(0.007)***

Firm
 part of cham

ber of com
m
erce

0.097
0.127

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

Tim
e spent w

ith gov’t regulations
0.001

0.002

(0.011)**
(0.030)**

State participation
‐0.002

‐0.004

(0.000)***
(0.010)**

U
nionization

‐0.001
0.001

(0.000)***
(0.180)

Years since creation
0.003

0.003

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

O
bservations

7742
7325

5699
7695

7371
7253

5922
5991

7695
7246

6817
2356

Pseudo R2:
0.275

0.276
0.250

0.287
0.294

0.281
0.299

0.272
0.280

0.273
0.274

0.281

Robust p values in parentheses.

Regressions include country and sector fixed effects

* significant at 10 percent; ** significant at 5 percent; *** significant at 1 percent.   

Table 5
The effect of com

parative advantage, productivity, and netw
orks on the probability of exporting 

D
ependent variable: probability of export

Coefficients reflect m
arginal effects
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(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

(11)
(12)

Com
parative advantage

0.089
0.094

0.080
0.086

0.089
0.093

0.065
0.097

0.087
0.097

0.101
0.102

(0.001)***
(0.001)***

(0.002)***
(0.001)***

(0.001)***
(0.001)***

(0.038)**
(0.003)***

(0.001)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.004)***

Log of sales
0.045

0.046
0.038

0.040
0.035

0.041
0.048

0.048
0.045

0.046
0.053

0.052

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

Log of em
ploym

ent
0.080

0.083
0.111

0.079
0.073

0.078
0.061

0.083
0.087

0.095
0.082

0.068

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

Foreign financing
0.003

0.003

(0.000)***
(0.036)**

Foreign joint venture
0.133

0.131

(0.000)***
(0.002)***

Foreign participation
0.002

0.002

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

Firm
 uses em

ail
0.201

0.134

(0.000)***
(0.002)***

Firm
 has w

ebsite
0.131

0.073

(0.000)***
(0.005)***

Firm
 part of cham

ber of com
m
erce

0.097
0.127

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

Tim
e spent w

ith gov’t regulations
0.001

0.002

(0.012)**
(0.032)**

State participation
‐0.002

‐0.004

(0.001)***
(0.003)***

U
nionization

‐0.001
0.001

(0.000)***
(0.222)

Years since creation
0.003

0.003

(0.000)***
(0.000)***

O
bservations

7742
7325

5699
7695

7371
7253

5922
5991

7695
7246

6817
2356

Pseudo R2:
0.275

0.276
0.250

0.287
0.294

0.281
0.299

0.272
0.280

0.273
0.274

0.281

Robust p values in parentheses.

Regressions include country and sector fixed effects

Coefficients reflect m
arginal effects

* significant at 10 percent; ** significant at 5 percent; *** significant at 1 percent.   

Table 6
The effect of com

parative advantage, productivity, and netw
orks on the probability of exporting 

D
ependent variable: probability of export
(errors clustered by country-industry)
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Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Firm is an exporter (1) 7742 0.32 0.47 0.00 1.00
Log of sales 7742 14.07 2.60 ‐2.17 24.56
Log of employment 7742 4.29 1.54 0.69 9.85

Firm is in comparative advantage industry (1) 7742 0.53 0.50 0.00 1.00
Log of KL ratio 7742 8.48 1.49 2.78 15.11

Foreign financing (2) 7325 1.05 7.59 0.00 100.00

Firm is in a joint venture with a foreign partner(1) 5699 0.07 0.26 0.00 1.00

Foreign participation (3) 7695 10.14 27.81 0.00 100.00

Firm uses email (1) 7371 0.62 0.49 0.00 1.00

Firm has website (1) 7253 0.35 0.48 0.00 1.00

Firm belongs to a chamber of commerce (1) 5922 0.67 0.47 0.00 1.00

Time spent with gov’t regulations (4) 5991 8.61 13.48 0.00 100.00

State participation (5) 7695 5.81 21.57 0.00 100.00

Unionization (6) 7246 19.06 35.30 0.00 100.00
Year firm began operations 6818 1983 18 1838 2004
(1) Dummy variable: 1 i f the  fi rm does, 0 Otherwise.

(2) Percentage  finance  for working capita l : foreign‐owned banks; 

(3) Percentage  of fi rm owned by foreign private  sector;

(4) Percentage  of senior management's  time  spent deal ing with government regulations;

(5) Percentage  of fi rm owned by the  s tate

(6) Percentage  of labor force  unionized.

Summary Statistics
Appendix Table
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